Appendix 13  Focal fauna species specific corridors
Figure 49: Focal fauna species specific corridors - koala
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Figure 50: Focal fauna species specific corridors - squirrel glider
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Figure 51: Focal fauna species specific corridors - swamp wallaby
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Data: Berrin, city of Gold Coast. © Esomure Pty Ltd 2015
ECOSURE does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of information displayed in this map and any persons using it do so at their own risk. ECOSURE shall bear no responsibility or liability for any errors, faults, defects, or omissions in the information.
Figure 52: Focal fauna species specific corridors - northern brown bandicoot
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Figure 53: Focal fauna species corridor - variegated fairy wren
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Figure 54: Focal fauna species specific corridors - echidna
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